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ABSTRACT

The standard Navy method for teraminiag thle yie,.d
strength of 5 inch steel cartridge c.ses is shown to ovcres-

timate the actual circumferential yi.ll strength of ths casi
by about 40' perc.nt. An -xpnding .iag esting apparatus was
developed to 2easure the actual yil srength. Comparison
of this strength with t-he yield strength measured at
different s'a;ss 3f the standard flit tensile sample pr.pa-
ration methcd revealed tht.t the major cause for the differ-
ence is thi stress relieving treatmint given "o the
flattened tensile specimens. The in.-rease- ii the strqngth
during the stress relieving is believed to be due to the
precipitation of epsilon carbide iad th'a resulting preci-pi-
ta.on hardeniag.7
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Current Navy testing procedures for steel cartridge

cases require one percent of a lot to be- proof fired, with

0.1 percent to be mechanizally tested for information only.

This thesis is one- in a series of ezpetim'ntal programs
designed to provide, the information nacessary to validate a

mechanical testing procedure for steel cartridge case;

(ef. 1]. M~chanical testing methods can result in as much

as a -factor f four in cost savings over the ourren. proof

fi.ing acceptance method.. Ih . proof ficing a~cptince proc,.-

I dur . entails loading -uch case with a full powder charge,
installing a dummy proj :te ilasnd firing the assembled
round. Each case is then *valuata. on ease of txtractiou

. and checked for splitting. A standicl fo. minixam accl.ptable

yield strength would be the basis fo: any alternate testing

mthod developed. However, the p.ese.t proposed test sec-

iman preparation technique outlinsl in Apoendix A can altir

4 the yield strength in several ways: 1) additional cold-

working from ring straightening ail basiz tensile specimen

machining, 21 additional coldwoctlng in .he bo'.tom three

base aria samples due to thickness machining, and 3) ther-

mally induced strength changes frox the 610F (321C) stress

r.lief.
An axpanding ring tst, apparatas has the p-tentia! for

allcwing the actual circusferenti a yield strngth of the

cases to be 39asured. 1he reseac'zh rport el :qrein has

developed and used an axpanding ring test to miasur. the
actual yield strength of s9veral 5 inch stel car:~dge

cases and compares these results to the mechiaical pro.r-
-ies as determined by the our=-atly -- commend-d ts;t-nq

method.
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1. CIRTRZDGE RA115?&CTURE

Five inch cartri.dge cases ar made from an, alutinum

killed m!L-S-3289 (hISI 1330) plaii, carbon st.el, with a
nominal carbon content bAtween 0.27 and 0.33 oircent c&.:-bon.
Cases are deep drawn from a disk shaped billet in several
thermo-mechanical processing steps. The most important steps

are these which are designed to give the critical areas of
the cases their final mechanical pcopartiss. These steps in
the processin; are the final steps and occur sequentially as
foliows:

1) Nustenization, at 1620 F (882 ) followql by a quernch.

in brine at 65 F (18 C). This is designal to prodU7e
a hard martensitic st-ucturs.

2) Taper anneal at 1r120 F (604 Z) for 7 ain to tha upper

sidewall. This inflaences pr,3prtiss b-agining above
10.5 in (26.76 cm) from thi base. The less critical
areas 3f the case ir. softened I.n preparation for
the final tiporing.

3) Final iechanical tapering to bring the case to its

!inal required shape. (Ref. 1]

The4se pro--sses r.sult in a cas, with a large 4a aV i

in mechanical proper+.iis and waLtl thickne.ss along; its
lqngth. Ths tost important r4gion f the cass is th'a lwe"
(base) egion extending from the b 34 of th, 10 s tC 10.5 in
(26.7 cm) from the bass. This a-ea will have- th-s highest

yild and u!tImat - tensi!e strength in th Th nx
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- five inches (12.7 c) at4+ o:f lesser i~mportance and. .vill have

significantly lower yield a-nd ultimit4 tensil strength-s due=
to -he taper annnealinq process.. -properties beyond this

mid-length area are of no partizaiar importa.nce to case

performance daring firing, however, the upper 3 inches (7.6

cm) area must be soft enough to allow the crimping of the
- powder plug.

Radial diaensions in the base region are displaye.d in

Figure 1, sho4wing the large chan;e3 in thickness over the

initial 4 inches (10.2 :m) of the base area. The thickness

decrease is a:companied by an incraase in ths ianr dianeter
and a decreaue in the -uter diae:er. These variations

,prodUce case walls with nonpaaleL sides near the base of

the case and silos tha- are parallel in the upper base
region.

B. CARTRIDGS RESPONSE D!IMG FIRM,

When a round is fre1, the z: tridge case begins an

elastic qxpansion due t-. the internal 6ressur.. This unre-

s!sted expansion continuss until :zoa.ct is 2ade w4-.h the

gun barrel, at which time- a gas sail is formed and the cass

and barrel continue expanding togtha.. Expansion of the

barrel is entirely elastic but the cart:idge. case reaches

i-s elastic limit and undl.rgoes plastic deformaton. As th#

gas pressure subsides, the barrel and case elastically
respond. However, the c:ase has andergona some permansnt

plastic deformation and will be tirger tha.n its original

size. The amaunt of plastic defo~riti*n in the cas, dapends

on the yield strength of the cass aa. the size difference

between the case and ths gun bar:el. An example stress-

st:ain plot is shown in Fi;uri. 2 IREt. 2].
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If the plastic deformation is too large: at the baseFr-ion the case will be difficult to extract, tetmed a
sticker, and can put the ;un mount out of servi-e. In addi-
tion if the Ultimate tensile stength is to low the case may

actually split during firing, resutting in loss of projec-

tile accuracy and possible loss of s.-rvics of the gun mount.

C. QUALITY ASSUANCREQUIREHENTS

From the manufacturer's lot 3f. 5000 cases the Navy

rauires 50 to be proof fired. This entails loading ani

firing each cartridge case to ensure alequatt. performance of
tha lot. 5 cases are d.sgnated from those remaining cases
to, be mechanically testel in ac.rdanca with a standard
procedure; Appendix A p:Dvides the details of this p.oce-

dure. The proposed requi:ment wouLl provide that 30 cases
be mechanically tisted for yield strength only and no proof

firingwould be nacessary. Throu;h statisici analysis of
tensile tests performed on test samplis made by the standard
method (Appoinlix 4t ths Nivy has stablished specific stan-
dards for case yield strength in the bass area and in the

sidewall area, Figure 3. These 2inimum r-equi:em.nts are

designed to e-suring adequate elastic response during firing
and adequate ductility during ma.affacturing. The minimum
yield strength requirement for the base at? is 135 kPsi

(931 EPa) and for the siewall ae a3 is 90 kPst (621 1Pa),.

[Re. 1
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1. EXPANDING RING TESTER

The heart of the test system is the expanding ring
apparatus as 3hown in Figures 14 ana 5, and as detailed in

Figure 6. Support for the ring ani seal are provide by the
base, the c.ntral shaft, and the seouring nut , the bass and

central shaft are also provide the transport of the fluid to

the seal. Hydraulic fluid is provided by, a hand operated
pump and is monitored by a pressurs t:ansducer an.d a direct

reading gauge. The two system valves enable the system to be
isolated into two segments to allow for transiucer calibra-.

tion, seal air bleeding, and personnel safety. S-ystem compo-
nents are rated for pressures of up to 10,000 Psi (69.0, MPa
which is above the Maximum 9000 Psi (52.1 M Pl) output for
the pump, preventing over load!.ng of any system component.
Figures 7 and 8 lisplay 'the rubber hydraulic seal which is

designed to transmit the hydraulic fluid force to the ring
test specimen. Internal pressure h~.=ps maintain the seal on
the central shaft by forcing the inner seal lip against the

cen-.ral shaft. A signifizant amount of the air in the seal
can be bled ut through the air bleed port in the central

shaft, reducing the problems of air compressbility.

2.

Pressure monitorin; is done with the use of a strain
gauge type prassure transducer and its associated ampl fier,

tboth an analo; and digital output are provided. Displac-ment
m easurements were made with a strain gauge type extensometer
with a ci:cumfsr.ntial -hiin attachment. these two inputs

11



were fed to an X-.Y recorder to prolucs a load displacement
diagram for each test. Calibration of the pressure men 'i--

toring, equipment wa's completed usin; a. dead vei~ht tester i.n
accordance with k5TA E4 procedures and the displacement

bonitoring equipment was calibrated with a, dial micrometer
and voltmeter in tccordance with kSTI 983 procedures. ? .gure

'4 displays the standard mechanical and electrical equipment

set up for an expanding ring test.

Be TINSILI TEST IPPkEATUS

No mechanical modification wers made to the standard'1Instron testiag machine ba-t t1o gat an accurate measure of
specimen displacement an ixtensometer was required. A do c---
sion was made to use the same extenbometer and bridge ampli-
fier as for the ring tests using the standard tensile tist
specimen mounting attachment. Sia:9 this equipment is5 not,
compatible with the Instron recorder, an X-Y recorder was

used with the load input being taken from the Instron's load

call. A low pass- filter was also necessary to remove

spurious noise from the machine ma provide a usable input

to the recorder. Calibration of the testing machine was
accomplished using the -alibratioa weights in accordance

with ASTH E4 procedure! and the ettnsometer was chocked

2 1using a dial micrometer i-n accordia:9 with ASTM 383 proce-
dures. Figure 9 diagrams the basic equipment sat up 'for the
standard tensile tests.

12



Ii
xr. MMUr, naMMa"

i 1. EXPANDING HIM TESTER

A standard procedur4 for optrtion of the ring test
|) apparatus involves four basic sub-1vel operations, these

include: an initial set-up phase and three sections that
comprise the actual run operations.

1a 15 inut.e warmup period is required for the ext en-
someter, so the firs' action is to connect 'he extoensoeter
and amplifier unit, and then turn on the amplifire power. At
this time the other electronic compannts may also be turned
on and checked for proper operation. l electrical connec-
tions should be checked and a scaling for th4 !oad-
displacement plot chosen., To set the Y-axis scaling, zero
the Y-axis and close the hydraulic iapply valve. Pump this
small s.ction of the system to maimum expected pressure is
read on the analog pressure display, and then adjust the Y
vernier to correctly scale the output. when the bridge
amplifier has warmed up check the excitation voltage to*
insure it is at the same value usil for calibration of the
extensometer. Using ths scaling -. ntrol, a voltage output
may be obtained and then, using th calibration curves, a
corresponding diplacement can be foand. This signal is then
fed into the X-axis and the vernisc is adjusted to conform

to the desired scaling. The pump raservior should be filled

and the threads of the apparatus coated with anti-sieze
compound. An initial check of the axttnsometer chain should
be conducted to insure its length is commensurate with the
ring size and axtenscaeter gauge li6its.

13



-coat 3 eal with, oil andn work, it int'o place 4nsid& the
test ring, than work the seal onto the apparatus, shaft.

When seal is flush with t'he lower platen sliIe the upper
platen and- spacer ing onto the seal. Check the extnso-
meter for proper Iingt and then tta,eh chain around the
test ring. Open the vent valve and screw the securing nut

into place. Before tightening the nut, centec the chain at
the mid-ring height, and balance the extensometsr, this

enables- the nut to be tighten al possible compressive
strains to be detected with the extensometir output. An

alternative to using securing nut Ls to use the large cross
E bar and, its accoapaning bolts, wit. the addition of a large

spacer ring.

3. Tu

Recheck the extensometer position- and bridge

balance, then open the fill and went valves. Pu!P. fluid
through the system until flow from the vent line is bubble

free, stop pimping and secur.e the wont valve. Make a final

check of system alignments and insure recorder is on with
-pen down. Paump fluid, monitorin; system pressure and
recorder response until desired strain is achieved. Normally
rings were not expanded beyond 1.0 percent strain,. Stop

pumping and bleed system pressure through the vent valve.
Turn the pen 3ff and the eztensometsr excitation voltage off
while removing the extensometer. Insure appropriate Scaling

information is recorded on the load-displacement curve and
place recorder in standby.

I



'It 4.i
Cl'osw suppty' valve, remore securing, nut, spacer

ring, and platen, and work seal to top of shaft threads.

Siph'on as- mwuh fluid from the seaai-xs, possible and then

remove the seal,. Close the vent valve and work the seal and
ring -apart -checking for iny damage, to the seal. After a

I brief clean up the system is rtady for another test.
Experience shovs an' avecae test usually requires '25

fminutes.

I Rach ring cut from the case may be idealized as a

thin walled tab., since its thickness is less than one tenth

its inner ralius. This simplification follows from the

analysis of the stress states in the wall of, a cylinder. No

longitudinal forces exist therfore no longitudinal stresses
exist, and the thinness of the wall produces the assumption

I that the radial stresses are negli;ible. with these two
simplifications the problem is now on, of uniaxial stress in

t+ circumfrential direction. Futrer analyis of the geom-ft'ry results in a very simple equation for the calculation
of the circumfrential (hoop) stresses. [aef. 3]

stress M (P * r) / ' (eqn 1)

P-- internal pressurs

r -- inner radius
t -- wall thickness

B. TNSILI ?STR

Despite the different load zonitoring system, the

tensile test procedures are similar to those normally used.

Although the ixtensometer is :n iffe.ent :onfiquration

i~i 15



F for the tensile tests the set-up ial- caling procedures at .

the same as for the ring test appartus.

Elect.-4cal connection are male to the load moni-
toring syst-m and all equipment is turned on. Scaling the
Y-axis is dome thr6ugh the machiies internal. calibration
system by first calibrating the Instron's chart recorder
then adjustin; the x-y recorder to iatch the scaling. This
can be difficilt due to the Instroas output of -1.0 to 0.0
TDC. Extension rate is set, to 0.2 inches per minute and the
wedge type grips are installed.

2.

Grips are positioned to allow in tallation of the
test specimen and then tightened securely. Ihe extensomter
is mounted oi the specimen and the bridge is checked for
balance. With pen positioned down and axes zerog.d the
machine can begin extes3ion. This continues until 2.0
percent strain is reach whe:. the axaltation 7oltage to the

extensometer Is turned-off and thi extensometer is removed

to avoid damage. Load mc;iitoring continues util the sample
breaks, the ricorier is placed in standby, and the Instron is
stopped. scaling information ana sample identity are
recorded and the broken sample is removed f:om the g-ips.
The system is now ready for another tqst.

f 16



V. UL U1U P l l!-AU2

A. RING SIZE DETERMINATION

-Selecting a ring. siample size proved to be a key factor

in the overall developement of the testing schee. Limiting

facators provel to be testing appparatus size and the size of

a seal that could easily be manufattured. Phese two were

parallel to the needs to keep sample size small to avoid

problems with the variable geometry of the cartridgi case.

From these constraints a 2 in (5.)8 cm) height for the
samples was selected, anabling a uximum number of samples
to be obtainel from each cise while allowing for a prac.ical

seal design. in additon, samples could be easily and accu-

rately cut on a lithe. Ring sampla preparation techniques

a.- outlined in Appendix A while Figures 7 and 8 show the

final seal design.

B. TEST PROGRAM

A test program was needed thtt could not only comparq

the ring and straight tensile samples, but that could be

used to compare new data with pr viously :-noortsd data.

These requirements coupled with the design.?d ring size

resulted in the two sampling plans shown in Figu:e 10.

Combining these two plans provided a complate analysis of

the base area of the case allowin;r, aot only for both ring
and tensile 3ample3 at ei.-h r .ferancs position, but also

ring and tensile samples from the saae case.

! hree testin; procedures were selected as the best
method to analyze the separate aad combin.d effects of

machin-4, st: aightenina, and stress r:elivina:

17



Undisturbed. ring samples from this segment would
produce the actual yield strength of the case. Tensile
specimens were prepared in accorlance with the standard
procedure but no stress relieving heat treatment was
performed thus, providin; ar. accurate indication of the
effects of straightening and machining on -he yie~l,

st-rength.

2. =

Both rings and prepared tensile samples were
subjected to the same 610 F (321 Z ) stress relief for the
requisits 30 iinutes. A four fold comparison could now be
made to cal.ulate the effects of heat treatment and
machining plus heat treatment.

Since the base area of the case is naver tsmpqrsd
following the austenizing treatment it was thought that a
determination of the as-quenched propertiss should allow the

strength incraass from the final tapering operation to be

A full comparison could aow be made between the

actual strsp;th of the cart-idg= casq and the presumed
strength found in the standarrd tansile test method. A
sampling matrix was then de arai ad through statistical

analysis and is de tailed in Figure 11.

C. SYSTRE VtIFICLTION

As a verification of the ring tast apparatus and sampl =

praparat on techniques three additional test cases were
prepared and the foteowing test pro :dures p.rformed.



1. case TI

All ri.ngs were te3ted as, cat from ths case to sval-

ilate seal performancs, sample preparation techniques, system

1 2.accuracy, and system stiffness.

Ring C was 'undisturbed, cing A was machinsd tc

c-znstant thickness to evaluatq the3 effects of the geom-itry
change 'and coUd work iddad to the cig Ring k was strsss
relieved to give an estimate of qxpected yi:?ld f oz ot her
cases and an initial indication of the effects of the stress

relief heat treatment.

3. Cass

Both rings A and C.werS alustanitized and quenched to

get an estimate of the is heat treatad yisld strength. Ring
A was addi'liraally sublected to the stress relief heat

j 19



Validatioi of the apparatus, pari-ularly the seal, waS

accomplished with the testing of rin;s Ti and 22. -Tables 1,
3, and 5 prasent the results of the ring test' conducted
while Tables 2, 4, and 6 compile the results of the corre-
sponding flat tensile specimens. ribles 7, 8, and 9 present
a -summary of lata from the preceding six tabls§ to permit an
easier comparison of the relevant laformationi

A. EFFECTS OF TIaIABLE EXTENSION RWrES

To improve the correl ti6n betwaez rinj jnl tensile data

the extnsion rat% for each process was held constant. This

rate was basel on the rings ext4nsion rat- calc-ulated lo be

.2 tn/min (.508 cm/min), a straia rate of .012 in/in/min,

however the standard test requirene ts specify an exension
:ate of .05 in/min (.127 cm/min), a st:ain :ate ct .05

ia/in/min [Ref. 1). A second set of -ensile samples wer

t.-sted at the standard rate and the zomparison provided in
Table 7 show no significant variation in yiel or ultimate
tensile strength for the two sets f simples.

B. EFFECTS OF TENSILE SAPLE PREPA RATION

Comparison of the average yiell strength in the G and K
positions of the samplss not subjes.sd to the stress relie-f
provides an estimate of the increase in yiell strength due
to straighteing and tensile gaage size ma-hining since

these two iccations have no additional cold work from thick-
n!?ss machinin;. Iable 8 combines the relevant data from
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 to show tac ensi! spocimens iave

only a 3.5 merc-nt higher value than the :ing specim.nG.

20



Analysis of the standard deviations and mean yield strengths
based on the two distributions being normal (lef. 1], using
the standard paired-sample t test indicates the differences-
in the the noan yield strengths cannot attributed to the
natural distribution of the data.' ERef. 4., The only addi-
tional information that can be ;ained is that the mean
yield strengths for the rings are smaller than those for
tensile samples. Reference 5 has 1smonstrated through X-ray
diffraction line broadening techniques that the tensile
specimen straightening effects are negligible, but this
method would be unable to detect the very small changes
found in this comparison. The amount of yield strength
increase that can be attributed to the straightening process

alone is not acertainable with the data taken, but it is
evident that the cold york from straightening has added only
a small increment to the overall yield strength of the
tensile samples.

C. YFiCTS OF THICKIISS IACHIIING

Standard preparartions outlinal in Appendix A require
the first three tensile specimens (A,B,C) in the base area
to be machined on both sides to produce parallel specimen
surfaces with subsequent nominal thicknesses of between .060
- .080 in (.152 - .203 ca).. All the specimens are then
subjected to the same straightening and u-chining to final
ASTH E8 specifications. To unmask these effects a compar-
ison of yield and ultimate tensile strengths for the
machined specimens A, B, and C and the non-machined speci-
sens G and K from Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 is presented in
Table 8. For the ring samples the yield strengths for the G
and K positions are W.3 percent less than for the A, B, and
C positions while the average values for the corresponding
tensile specimen position is 15.2 percent lower. The

21



ultimate tensile strength and hardness values a-9 nott

altered, to any significant extent by the straightenhing or
machining. By subtracting the 4.3 percent increase from the,
15.2 percent increa-se results in an approximate increase in
yield strength due to thickness machining, of 11.0 percent.

Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate these two effects through

the stress-strain curves from case 7i and T2. In Figure 11
rings A, C, and K have the same shape but the machined rings
A and C have a slightly higher yield strength than position
K, (no machining)'. In Figure 13 ring C is an undisturbed
test while ring A was machined to a constant thickness and

shows the marked increase in yield strength found in the

tensile samples. Ring K will be discussed later.
Further analysis of these machining effects is hampered

by the diffirent amounts of machining required for each

position and each ring. An overall effect of this vari-
ability is to add more scatter to the data for the three

lower positions in the base region. This is evident in a
comparison of the two different regions -of the case, the
lower three positions A, B, and C have larger standard
deviations than do the upper two positions G and K. It can
be stated however, that the required machining increases the

apparent, yield stress of the test specimens over and above

that increase created by straighteing the flat tensile

specimens. This strengthening effsct can be seen in the
stress relieved specimens through the same analysis.

D. EFFECTS OF STRESS RELIEF HEAT TREATNENT

as provided in the sampling plan both ring and tensile

specimens were subjected to the same required 610 F (321 C)

stress relief. Analysis of these data and that from the
non-stress relieved simples reveals this to have the most

significant effect cn the yield strength. A 32 percent
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[ increase- in yield strength is seen in the r ng specimans

- I while 'a 27 percent increase -n tAh tenA- i0 SpecimP5S:,

however both types of specimens show an act'ual i ncrea e ,o$
approximately 35 Ksi (172 tPA). Fiau.: 13 demontrates botih -

the effect on yield strength and the change- in shape of "he
strqss-Strain :curv.9; ring C is an uandisturb ed sampl, while
ring K has been stress relieved. #ot only does, ttng K have a
marked higher yield strength, but it di~splays a more
pronounced. yield point.

Strengthentng effscts of a -fine precip!ta-,9, are well

known in many alloys, incfluding itlium car:bon martensitic

steels. The :lassic precipitation process; 3? zones - cohe-,

rent pr cipititsm - semicoherent pcecipitatis incohqrqnt
I precipitatis 3ccurs itn these steels with the primary ar-a of

importance to this study being tha semicohe:.nt phase., Inj martensitic stels the transient epsilon carbide phase is

the semicoherent phase and occuts when ,crbon from the-

Imartensite diffuses to form clusters of extremily small

carbide particle4s (.ef. . This process produces two

effects within the material:

1) Depletion of small amounts of carbon from the
martesite matrix thereby lowering the matrix
strength tRef. 71.

2) Formation of a fine prsciptit that acts t,
srergthen the structure thrDuqh inhibiting, int.r-

face ind lislocation motion :Ref. 8].
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a. COEDInID THOMMO-N5UMANICAL TD-ZATMRT It!cfS

Combination of these separate effects into an ovsrall
change in yield strength th-ooagh superosition of each indi-

Vidual effect is possible since the individual processes do

not appear to interact with each other. These contributions

produce the comriscn in the tensile specimens shown in

-Figure 15 and summarized below.

Process % diff KPsi diff MPa diff

z8 size machining 3.5 3,7 25.5

Thickness machining 11.2 12.2 84. 1

Stress relief 26.9 32.4 223.4

Combined 41.6 48.3' 333.5

If this total combined increase is now subtracted from

the average yield strength found using, flat tensile samples

from the bottom three locations a yield strength of 108.0

[ kPsi (745 MPa) results, and if the combined increase
(without the added machining effects) is subtracted from the
average yield strength from test lozations G and K, a yield

strength of 111.2 KPsi (745 MPa) results. These values are
very close to the actual measured values of 111.0 KPsi (765
MPa) and 106.4 KPsi (734 flPa) raspectively indicating the

process effects are addative and have little affect on each
other.

F, EF ECTS OF AO5TIN1ATION AiD QUENCH

The results for the flat tensile specimens are invalid

due to improper quenching procedures which caused some

samples tc cool faster than others. Data for these tests
are included for completnesst but cannot be used for
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comparison. dditionally the tests indicat4d that the

rapidly quenched samples were extreaely brittle displaying

at most 1.5 percent elongation at fracture. Only one ritg
test was completed; brittle fracture occurred resulting in

the destruction of the extensometer during the test. Plans

were to limit elongation, to a maximum of 1.0 percent to

ensure a fracture did not occur. However, the ring did frac-
ture at 0.85 percent elongation and the resultant force
broke the extensometer before the release mechanism acti-

vated. It is, however, interesting to note that the seal
remained intact. Yield and ultimate tensile strengths for

this ring are much higher than those in the as-recieved

cases; thus. the heat treatment performed by the tanufac-

turer has not been duplicated, and these results would be

useless anyway.

0. HARDESS TUST11G

The hardness of each flat tensile sample was tested as

described in ,kppendix A; six readings were made and averaged

to determine the specimens hardnass. In the non-stress

relieved samples the hardness readings were slightly higher

on the side that was originally on the ring exterior. This

may be attributed to the slight increase in the amount of

cold work on the exterior of the ring due to the roll-
straightening operaticn. Variations of this mature did not
appear in the stress relieved or austenitized and quenched

specimens. Comparing data from Taoles 2 and 4 shows Iss

than a two percent change in the hardness readings which

corresponds to a two percent change in the ultimate tensile

strengths, further analysis of the respective standard
deviations indicates these changes could be attributed to
the scatter in the data. This bahavior is to be expected

since hardness is a better indicato of ultimata tensile

25
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strength than of yield strength. Improper quenching

procedures for the austenitized and quenched specimens

produced the extremely wide variation in readings noted in

-Table 6. The -readings however, were consistent with the

variations in ultiamte tensile strengths from. the specimens..

U.SYSTm STIPPUNSS

Elastic moduli for each ring were measured based on the

slope of the curve during the relaxation of stress on each

ring. These values indicate the expanding ring apparatus is

a very stiff system although it was later noted that the

slope of the curve during relaxation was, to a small degree,
dependent on the loa-d relaxation rate for the test.
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Fix- QIIUV.2U kin= 21

1) An expanding ring test apparatus --an be used to

obtain an accurate circumferential yield strength of steel

cartridge cases.

2) Strai;htening and machinin; of tensile samples to

their final ASTS ES size adds a small increase to the yield

strength of the specimens, but the axact amount could not be

determined.

3) machining, of flat tensile siaplis to produce parallel
surfaces adds 12.2 KPsi (84.1 3Pa) to tho base yield
strength.

4) Stress relieving it 610 ? (321 C) produce~s a pr-sci-

pitation hardaning reaction through the presence of epsilon
carbides. This accounts .or the lica-3t increase in tensile

sample strength, an addition of 32.4 Ksi (223. -ka)

5) The combined efft.ts of tase three strength addi-
tions account for the silnificant differences betwien the
Navy's standard tensile testq and the actual yield strength

of the cartridge cases. (Navy's xithod over estimates the
yield strength by about 40 percent.)

6) Other -alibe= ammunition may be tested similarly with
only a modifiaion to thei seal and adjustment of the extan-
some ter.

7) Ring samples require signifi:n4ly less time and less
equipment to prepare than the standird tensile samples.

8) An expanding ring system may ilso be assed to test for
'iltimate tensile 3t-ength without ioss of seal in4earitv.
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1) If the flat tensile tests ara to be used, the stress

relief heat tceatment should not be, conducted and the cold
work from surface machining to a unIfo:m thickaess should be
minimized.

2) Use aa expanding ring test ipparatus to replace the
less accurate and iore time consuming tensile testing p:oce-
dures.

3) A motor driven hydraulic puap should be used to

insure accurate and constant loading rates.
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TABLB 1. Non-StrSs Relieved Ring Spacim ns

Specimea YS (Ksi)
IA .....

2A 115.3

7B 110 .6

8B 111.7

98 108.1

iC 113.0

2C 107.5

7G 108.3

8C 105.6

9G 104.4&

1K 106.0

2K 107.6

Ring (s) "I'a YS 3

.A 115.3 ---

B 109.9 2.6

C 110.3 3.9

G 105.0 0.9

K 106.8 1.1

A+B+C 111.0 3.0

G*K 106.4 1.s

ALL 108.9 3.4

- - - - ------------ -
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TABLE 2. Non-Stres3 Relieved Tansii. Spacim:ns

Spaciman UTS (Ksi) YS (Ksi) Ha:d (Ic)
7A 162.9 136.0 36.5
7A*- 174.6" 132.9 38.5

8A, 166.5 126.7 36.3

9A 179.4 '143.6 39.3

1B 160.5 107.0 36.1

2B 161.0 121.6 36.3

7C 175.2 137.8 39.3
7C* 173.8 128.4 38.0

8C 168.4 115.4 37.5

9C 165.6 125.3 36.9
9C 166.5 12 1.6 37.3

1G 166.2 36.8

2G 156.6 10 9. b 33.1
2G* 164.9 103.9 33.8

7K 171.9 114.7 37.0
7K* 111.3 35.8

8K 157.3 110.5 35.3
9K 161.8 113.8 36.0
9K 107.2 36.0

aing(s) 3=-an UTS s e in YS s 'a%.a HARD, q

A 170.9 7.5 134.8 7.0 37.6 1.3

a 160.8 0.4 114. 3 10.3 36.4 0.4

C 169.9 4.3 125.7 8.3 37.9 2.9

3 162.6 5.2 106.8 4.0 35.1 1.9

K 163.7 7.5 111.5 3.0 35.7 0.9

A+B+C (1) 168.6 6.3 126. 9 10.5 37.5 1.1
I+K 163.1 5.8 110.1 3.7 35.5 1.3

ALL 171.7 5.1 120. 4 11.9 3b.6 1.5

standard ac-nzi0n :ata 0.05 inch pq: :.-uot
(1) tensiie zosc.mans requirs thickness 2izhiiIng
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TABLE 3. Strass Ralieved Ring SpeciaaS

Specimem YS (Ksi)

3A 149.8

4A15.

1 1B 1.0.7

12B 142.7

3C 143.9

4C 140.2

lOG 146.0
11 G 143.3
12G 145.3

3K 146.5

4K 142.1

3 in(s) -n YS 3

A 147.5 3.3

B 141.7 1.4

C 142.1 2.6

G 144.9 1.4

K 144.3 3.1

A*B+C 143.8 3.5

G+K 144.6 1.9

ALL 144.2 2.8
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TABLE 4. Strss Relieved Taasila Sp-ziaans

Specimet OTS (Ksi) YS (Ksi) Hard (R-)

10& 174.0 156.0 37.0

11A 132.9 166.8 38.8
1h1A* 14.0 155:. 39.0

12A 171.3 157.2 37.8

3B 174.3 155.7 36.9
38* 172S4 159.9 37.9

4 B 173.2 157.3 39.5

IOC 169.9 153.6 37.3

1IC 169.3 155.6 39.0
11c* 167.7 149.9 38.8

12C 158.9 152.5 37.5

3G 168.5 153.2 36 6
3G* 167.1 14 .2

4G 167.7 147.5 36.1

!OK 166.0 147.4 36.1

11K 163.4 148.0 34.3
11K* 163.4 147.2 35.0

12K 159.3 145.7 35.4

Ri g(s) M-aan UT s Ma an YS s :Isn HARD

A 173.0 1.4 158.8 5.4 38.2 0.8

B 173.3 1.0 157.6 2.1 38.2 1.1

C 166.5 5.1 152.9 2.4 37.9 1.0

167.8 0.7 147. 6 2.5 36.5 3.5

K 163.2 2.6 147. 1 1.0 35.3 0.7

A*B C (1) 170.7 4.5 156.3 4.4 38.1 0.9

G+K 165.1 3.1 147.3 1.6 35., .

ALL 168.5 4.8 152. 8 5.7 37.2 1.i4

standard i xtinsin rt - 0.05 inch oer a .at=
(1) tensia 'Pci- i3a aC.'i :hick -.iss iac.iiniag
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TABLE 5. Austenitized and Qusn:hed Ring S9eci us

Spacimen UTS (Ksi) YS (Ksi)

5K 207.7 195.8

NOTE: Only one tsst was ccplated due to daesruc-
tion of the ixtensmeter and potentially ,ang rous
b:ittl fracture of th_ ring.

TABLE 6. Austenitizad and Quirnch-d Tznsile Specimens

spUcima UTS (Ks!) YS (Ksi) HA-id (R-)

13, 126.2 83.4 40.0

14A 110.2 71.4 37.7

M A 109.9 72.2 20.3
lA 143.8 101.2 50.0

5B 213.0 14U3,7 45.2

63 179.6 125.3 43.0

I3C 260.0 190.3 54.8

14C 102.1 73.5 49.5

15€ 161.9 91.0 43.8
5G 264.0 166.u 49.5

6G 142.'4 93.6 43.8

13K 103.8 69.7 45.5

14K 89.9 69.2 33.0

15K 99.2 60.7 35.5

43TO: Lh: . amount pf sCvt-r ina data dia-
-,.I '4uachin rat~t,-. lo fou~thar

-du ct- of data con;uctzid.
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TABLE' 7. Variable Extension Rate Eff :ts

PROCESS EXTENSION RAE

NO STRESS RELIEF 0.2 (in/cin) 0.05 (inmin)

YS (Ks*i) 120.4 119.0
UTS (Ksi) 166.7I;1I
4 SaPlP s 15 4

STRESS RELIEF

YS (Ksi) 152.8 153.8

UTS (Ksi) 168.5 15 .9

# Saupels 13 5

Data from Tabl.s 2 and 4.

TABLE 8. Sampls ?rz-pa:at-i3n Zfficn Summary

Position Ring FIA -at tsi)s

YS (Ksi) YS (Ksi) UTS (Ksi) la:i (Pc)

A B+C 111.0 12b.9 1b3.5 37.5

G K 106.4 110.1 1o3.1 33.5,

St rss R31ief

A1B1C 141.9 156.3 17).7 33.1

G+K 144.6 147.3 165. 1 35,8

Dat.a from Tabl.s 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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TABLE 9. Propsrty VS Process Summary

?.oparty Ring TInsi1 Ts. s Vii i *i

NO STRESS R ELI v"?

UTS (Ksi) 166.7 154.4
YS (Ksi) 108. 3 120.4 133.6

HARD (Rc) 36.6 33.5

STRESS RZLIIF

UTS (Ksi) 16.5 155.6 178.2

Y US (Ksi) 143.43 152.8 1658.6 159.0

HARD (Re) 37.2 37.3 37.8

A US TEN tA 10N

UTS (Ksi) S 207.7
YS (Kzi) 6 195.8

I HU D (Rc)

SDat:a from Tab las 1, 2 3, 4, ani

& Data fzoma
SData :ror 0anuticta/r3r.Data fzos riJng 5K only,
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Transducer

...L Recorder - --

input Inu

Exteneoaeter

' I _ _ _.I " Tester.

Drain Line Supply Line

I Vent C j supply
Valve "Valve

Line 0-10,000 Psi
Gauge

Pressure
Transducer

Hiydrat-lic
Punp and
Reservoir

FIGURE 4. Expanding Ring System Schematic
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FIG=E 7. Seal Specifications
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FIGURE 8. Seal
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I Extensometer

Load Instron Machine
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FIGURE o Tensile Test Schematic
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STANDARD,

A B C G K J D U _

TTT T T T T T

TYPE A_ _ _

R " ~T - TYP TYT7

T R T ' R T

Rt - 2 inch RiLng Specimen
T- Standard Tensile Specimen

F'IGURE 10. Case iampling Schematic
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TYPE A TYPE 8

Samole Specimen Number of Number of Number of Number of
Preparation Type Specimens Cases Specimens Cases

Stress Ring 6 6
Relief 3
610 F Straight 8 18

No Stress Ring 6 6
Relief 3

Straight 8 18

Austemnitize Ring 6 6
and 23
Quench Straight 8 18

Case TI All rings as cut from the case.

Case TZ Ring A Machined to constant thickness.
Ring C As cut from the case.
Ring X Stress relieved at 610 F for 30 minutes.

Case T3 Rinq A Austenitize, quenched, and stress relieved.
Ring C Austenitized and quenched.

FIGURE 11. Testing Matrix
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l-A

B - 1.-25 inch

A - 22 inch

G a 1.0 ±10.005 inch

*R -0.23 inch

0 - 0.373 inch

W - 0.250 t 0.002 inch

L a 4 inch

FIGUIBM 146 AST1 38 Tensile Test Specimen
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Actual Machining
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40

20,

RING ASTM E8

SPECIMEN TYPE

FIGURE 15. Effects Sumary
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TENSILE AND RIN SPECINEI PREPARAIONS

A. TENSILE SPECINEN PREPAR ATION

1) Cut and identify ciumferenta1l rings from cas-s in

accordtnce with specimen l:ation sketch (fiqlO) and
Matrix (fig 11).V! 2) Maintain ring widths slightly greater than the final

sp.ciman grip width to allow for subsequen-t shaping
'3perations.

1 3) Machine both insid . and , out3sile su:faces of specimsn

segments A, B, and C (prior to :utting th-e rings) to
produce parallel specimen fa:. su:faces, nomina!

-hickn.ss to be between 0.060 and 0.080 inch. Nots:
specimen ring segments G, K, J, D, and E will no-
require surface ma--hining pci.-: to ring rutting.

4) Cut riags in half, aach half to hive. identical ids.n-

I ificat ion.

5) Retain one set of rng segments for possible retst.

6) Remove edge burrs.

7) Sand e31ges lightly to ramova any possibl% stress

raisers.

8) Straighten specimens by passiag them through a sh.et
me--ai coller, using a minimum number of passes, until
bowing cannot be datecte.d with a straight adge.

9) .achine all specimen segments -:o dimensions specified
-in ASTM E9, subsizq spscimsrns (fFig 14). .0-t: Several

sp.cimens may be mazrhined at Dn_ tnime.
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10) Individualy sand the edges 3f the gauge s.ction to

obtain a 0.003 to 0.005 inch taper from the end to
the middle of the aluge section.

11) Smooth all edges of th. necked down area:.

12) Stress relieve all segments at 610 /- 10 F for 30
/- 5 uinutes.

13) Cool all seqgments to room temperature for a minimum

of I hour.

B. RING SPMCIEIN PREPARAIfON

1) Cut and identify rings in aczordance with the
refereace position indsx (fi; 10) and 'he sampling

matrix (fig 11) provided.

2) Rings should be cu* to 2.0 +/- 3.003 inch height with

ends parallel. Note: Rings may be cut to exact
height spqcified since no further machi-ning is
requ!red.

3) Remove burrs and rough spots on ring adges.
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TENSILE AND RI!'; TEST P23CEDURtS

A. TENSILE SPECIEN TESTING

* 1) Perform hardness tas-ts on, all specimens by taking
measurtments in the specimen g:ip area 3f adjacent
to the grip area away from tas necked Iowa area.

2) Performi hardness tsests in at-:.-rdancs with~ ASTM S18.

3) Record all measuremsnts.

14) Perform tensile ana elongatira tests on all specimen-rs

in accordance with AST?! E8.

5Test all tensile soecimens uasing a head separation

:ate of 0.05 inch per miniita.

6) Retain original striss-strain curvaes. Note mnagnifi-

cation and scale on all strass-str-ain curves.

7) Measura gauge dimensions as ircurately is possible?.

8) Record gauge cross-s3ectiJonal area to four decimal.

B. ING S*UCINEN tISING

1) Mark tenias of foDur 4 vqnly soped diamete_.rs on -the,

r'ings. Note: This means & totil of esigh'i een'ly
pacsd marks.

2)At each of th!_%-94ight mtarks, a ths inzi'Ia and 6u'6side353L



of the ring make a mark at the mid-ring hieght. ot::

Nominaly this should be at one inch from either side.

3) Measura the Inside ind outsile diameters at each of

the four marked diameters at *zid-hieght.

4) Measure the thickness at all eight marks at mid-.

height. Nota: A m!crometqr with pointed ends should
be usel.

5) Record all measu-ements to four dqcimal places.

6) Perform expanding ring test )n all specimens in

accordance with ASTM t8 and A370.

7) All tests should be conductal with the same extension

4 rate 0.2 inch per minute.

8) Specimens should be expandel to a maximum of, 1.5 per-i cent strain. Note: This is lua. to sxtensomete=r limits

and for equipment and personnial safety.

9) Retain original loal-displa.uaent curve ind note the

scalz ased on each axis.

10) caution should be used at e9:h step of the tsstinq

procedare due to operatio. pressutes of several thou-
sand PSI.
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